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Biztantra/Wiley India, 2010. Softcover. Book Condition: New. The Engineering Drawing book
combines engineering graphics and drafting in one accessible product. Technical drafting, like all
technical areas, is constantly changing. The computer has revolutionized the way in which
drawings and parts are made. This book covers the most current technical information available,
including graphic communication, CAD, functional drafting, in a manner useful to both the
instructor and student. The content of this book is organized in a logical order, focusing on the
understanding of the problem and then developing thinking abilities in students. This book
contains numerous contemporary problem solving strategies. A lot of solved examples have been
given in the book, in sync with the germane cognitive load theory, to make the content learner
centric. Contents:- Preface Chapter 1: Introduction to Engineering Drawing ? Drawing Instruments ?
Dimensioning ? Line Types ? Arrangements of Dimensions ? Dimensioning Systems as per Indian
Standard (I.S.) Conventions ? Lettering Chapter 2: Projections ? Notations Used ? Projections of a
Point on Three Reference Planes ? Projection of a Straight Line ? Projections of Solids Chapter 3:
Sections of a Solid ? Section Plane ? Section of Cylinder ? Section of Prism ? Section...
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The publication is easy in read through safer to comprehend. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been printed in an extremely simple way
and is particularly simply right after i finished reading through this pdf where actually modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Clementina Cole V-- Ms. Clementina Cole V

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the
article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosario Durgan-- Rosario Durgan
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